
 
 

 

 

Hunter Systems Group Releases NIST-Compliant Mugshot Application  

Hunter Systems Group's Advanced Biometric Application Provides Law Enforcement Agencies a New Crime-
Fighting Tool  

Marshfield, MA, (PRWEB) January 12, 2009 -- Hunter Systems Group, Inc., a leading software and 
consulting company for the public and private safety sectors, today released Hunter Smartshot

TM
, a new 

mugshot software application developed by Hunter Systems Group, Inc. and Quantum Signal, LLC that takes 
the guesswork out of mugshot capturing while assisting law enforcement personnel in the creation of 
consistent and enforceable evidence.  

Hunter Smartshot
TM

 with its advanced biometric capabilities, is a budget-friendly system that constantly 
tracks the subject on a live screen, framing a perfect shot every time. The system enables law enforcement 
personnel to meet exacting National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) guidelines of both the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Automated Fingerprint Information Systems.  

Mark Thompson, President of Hunter Systems Group, Inc. said "Hunter Smartshot
TM

 is the culmination of 
several months of development with our partners at Quantum Signal, and we believe that this application 
provides a seamless transition for the booking process to move from the initial arrest to the department's 
record management system."  

"We believe that with Hunter Smartshot
TM 

we are fulfilling a real need in the police community for reliable and 
uniform results from often inconsistent mugshot-taking circumstances," said Greg E. Harris, Vice President of 
Business Development.  

Hunter Smartshot
TM 

is a complete out-of-the-box flexible application that combines the applicable software, 
mounting hardware, an in-depth training manual and instructions on taking and managing mugshot 
photographs. The deluxe package also includes a camera to provide a complete turnkey solution.  

About Hunter Systems Group, Inc. 
Based in Marshfield, Massachusetts, Hunter Systems Group provides flexible, scalable and necessary tools 
to make safety application more controlled and predictable. Hunter Systems Group's software products and 
consulting services make targeting, apprehending and processing criminals more timely and effective than 
ever before. Made up of law enforcement personnel, software developers and business professionals, 
Hunter Systems Group gives clients the comprehensive attention and cutting-edge products needed to excel 
in this demanding marketplace.  

Hunter Smartshot
TM

, and Hunter Smartbook
TM

, are all trademarks of Hunter Systems Group, Inc., in the 
United States and/or in other countries. All other brands, products or service names are or may be 
trademarks, registered trademarks or service marks of, and used to identify, products or services of their 
respective owners.  
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